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EdieEdie
Following the death of her husband, Edie breaks free from years of his control and rebels against her

daughter's wish for her to move into assisted living by embarking on an adventure she and her father had

always longed for: a trip to the Scottish Highlands to climb the world-famous Mt. Suilven. Along the way, she

hires young camping shop owner Jonny to be her guide. Despite the generational differences, Jonny

encourages Edie to fulfill her dream. Starring Sheila HancockStarring Sheila Hancock

Not RatedNot Rated

FFreaksreaks
Seven-year-old Chloe lives in both fear under her father's protective and paranoid control, and fascination of

the outside world, where Abnormals create a constant threat, or so she believes. When a mysterious stranger

offers her a glimpse of what's really happening outside, Chloe soon finds that while the truth isn't so simple,

the danger is very real. Starring Emile Hirsch and Bruce DernStarring Emile Hirsch and Bruce Dern

Rated RRated R

HarrietHarriet
Based on the thrilling and inspirational life of an iconic American freedom fighter, the movie tells the

extraordinary tale of Harriet Tubman's escape from slavery and transformation into one of America's greatest

heroes. Her courage, ingenuity, and tenacity freed hundreds of slaves and changed the course of history.

Starring Jennifer NettlesStarring Jennifer Nettles

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

JokJokerer
Mentally ill comedian Arthur Fleck is mistreated by the town of Gotham City, which leads to his downward

spiral, bringing him face-to-face with his alter-ego known as the Joker. Starring Joaquin PhoenixStarring Joaquin Phoenix

Rated RRated R

LighthouseLighthouse
Set in the late 19th century, follows two lighthouse keepers stranded on an isolated island due to a storm and

gradually going insane. Starring Willem Dafoe and Robert Pattison

Rated R

Golden PreGolden Preyy by John Sandford
A series of audacious robberies compels newly appointed U.S. marshal Lucas Davenport to investigate the possible return of a gang
leader who once killed two FBI agents.

AnAnything is Pything is Possibleossible by Elizabeth Strout
Two sisters, one who trades self-respect for a wealthy husband and one who discovers a kindred spirit in the pages of a book, struggle
with intimate human dramas at the sides of their community members and a returned Lucy Barton.

The Stars are FireThe Stars are Fire by Anita Shreve
In a book based on the true story of the largest fire in Maine’s history, a young woman is tested by a catastrophic event and its
devastating aftermath.

My Italian BulldozerMy Italian Bulldozer by Alexander McCall Smith
Visiting the idyllic Italian town of Montalcino to finish his overdue cookbook, writer Paul Stewart endures setbacks that leave him
stranded at the airport until a stranger offers him transportation on a bulldozer, triggering a madcap series of adventures on the Tuscan
countryside.

The Shadow LandThe Shadow Land by Elizabeth Kostova
Accidentally taking a parcel from a family with whom she shared a cab, a young American tourist in Bulgaria is horrified to discover that
the parcel contains an urn of ashes and embarks on an effort to return it to its family, making astonishing discoveries along the way.

WWar Cryar Cry by Wilbur A Smith
A sequel to Assegai is set in Africa between World Wars I and II and finds widower Leon Courtney navigating murky political waters while
his headstrong daughter, Saffron, travels to culturally contrasting London to attend Oxford.

Finding GideonFinding Gideon by Eric Jerome Dickey
Calling in support from the beautiful Hawks when his latest job takes an unprecedented toll, jet-setting contract killer Gideon launches a
plan to take down his nemesis, Midnight, who has assembled a team of mercenaries targeting Gideon's loved ones.

Song of the LionSong of the Lion by Anne Hillerman
When a deadly bombing in the Shiprock High School parking lot is discovered to be part of a terrorist plot to disrupt peaceful
negotiations between the Hopi and Dine tribes, retired Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn discovers links between the bombing and a cold case
from earlier in his career.

The LThe Lost Orderost Order by Steve Berry
When rival factions of a dangerous clandestine organization begin a race to find billions in stolen treasure hidden by their progenitors,
Justice Department agent Cotton Malone finds the case complicated by his unsuspected ties to the organization and the political
schemes of an unscrupulous politician.

The ChosenThe Chosen by J. R. Ward
Falling in love with brotherhood rival Xcor, a tortured man in custody who is awaiting interrogation, Layla seeks to gain his freedom and
secure their relationship by appealing to the Black Dagger Brotherhood for a chance to let him prove himself.
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MaleficentMaleficent
When the fairy Maleficent is stripped of her wings by a man who becomes king, Maleficent curses his infant

princess daughter Aurora, only to realize that Aurora may be the one person to reunite the human and fairy

worlds. Starring Angelina JolieStarring Angelina Jolie

Rated PGRated PG

PPapi Chuloapi Chulo
Cast adrift in Los Angeles, Sean, a lonely TV weatherman, drives past a middle-aged Latino migrant worker

standing outside a hardware store to look for work. He decides to hire this kind-looking man to be his friend.

Sean is young, gay, and white. Ernesto, portly, straight, and married. Despite having nothing in common and the

language barrier, they build a sort of friendship, until Sean becomes consumed with a deeper obsessive need.

Starring Matt Bomer and AleStarring Matt Bomer and Alexandro Pxandro Patinoatino

Rated RRated R

ZZombieland: Double Tombieland: Double Tapap
Columbus, Tallahassee, Wichita, and Little Rock move to the American heartland as they face off against

evolved zombies, fellow survivors, and the growing pains of the snarky makeshift family. Starring WStarring Woodyoody

HarrelsonHarrelson

Rated RRated R

Back TBack To Naturo Naturalal
The documentary outlines the ways in which race, identity, and hair are all related and offers a compassionate

viewpoint on issues that affect African descendants.

Not RatedNot Rated

Supreme ReSupreme Revvengeenge
Examines the ongoing battle for control of the Supreme Court, and the vote to confirm Brett Kavanaugh as

Associate Justice. Documentary

Not RatedNot Rated
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BlakBlake Mysteries: Ghost Storiese Mysteries: Ghost Stories
This anticipated sequel to Doctor Blake Mysteries follows Jean Blake as she takes on the mantle of her

husband, police surgeon Lucien Blake, as a solver of mysteries following his disappearance eighteen

months after their marriage. Jean Blake dives into the world of secrets and crime as she becomes the

solver of secrets to investigate Ballarat's most infamous unsolved mysteries

Gentleman Jack: Season 1Gentleman Jack: Season 1
Anne Lister returns to Halifax, West Yorkshire, in 1832, determined to transform the fate of her faded

ancestral home, Shibden Hall.

The Good Karma Hospital, Series 3The Good Karma Hospital, Series 3
British ex-pat Dr. Ruby Walker has left the Good Karma Hospital to practice as a GP near her family in rural

India. But when a medical crisis forces her to return, Ruby must make peace with the hospital's intimidating

head, Dr. Lydia Fonseca, and face her handsome but reticent colleague, Dr. Gabriel Varma.

It's AlwaIt's Always Sunnys Sunny in Philadelphia Season 13y in Philadelphia Season 13
The gang returns (mostly) in the 13th season of the FXX original comedy series. Mac, Charlie, Dee, and

Frank return to their duplicitous, scheming ways at Paddy's Pub, while Dennis takes on the new role of a

father in North Dakota. Last season, the gang experienced new highs and the lowest of lows. Even without

Dennis, the gang still has its hands full this season, once again.

TTeleelevision series on Dvision series on DVD check out for 21 daVD check out for 21 days for onlyys for only
$0.75!$0.75!
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Queens of MysteryQueens of Mystery
Follows the adventures of DS Matilda Stone and her three crime-writing aunts as they investigate

murders in the village of Wildemarsh, England

Speechless, Season 3Speechless, Season 3
Maya is the mom who will do anything for her husband, Jimmy, and kids Ray, Dylan, and JJ, her eldest son

with cerebral palsy. The family, along with JJ's, aide Kenneth, heads to London to meet up with Maya's

long-estranged father, Martin, to ask him to help them in their time of need.

Suits, Season 9Suits, Season 9
Harvey and Samantha fight to keep Zane's name on the wall. Alex warns Louis of the consequences. Faye

decides to take action against Harvey and Donna's relationship. Harvey looks to impress Donna's father.

As the firm faces potential destruction, the partners must go all-in to save it.

KKeeping Faith, Series 2eeping Faith, Series 2
A woman on maternity leave from the law firm she and her husband founded, unexpectedly finds herself

struggling with handling the firm's business while searching for her husband who has mysteriously gone

missing
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